
To whom it may concern, 


	 As a mother of 5, HB 3063 is very concerning to me. If this passes not only is this 
violating so many families but it is guaranteed we will be a sicker state. If you are for this bill 
you are not for us as a people. Parents deserve respect as they do what’s best for their family. I 
would like to see our health care professionals more informed and equally aware of the risks. 

When I became a mother for the first time, I never questioned vaccines, or looked into the 
studies behind them. But as time went on I began to research and learn. I believe there is a 
large misconception that mom’s get their information regarding health and vaccines from 
“mommy blogs” or “fear mongering hippies”. But the fact of the matter is, us parents learned 
from peer reviewed medical journals, CDC studies, and personal experiences with vaccines. 
And I’ve watched my vaccinated children become constantly ill, taking ages to recover, while 
my unvaccinated children are rarely sick and are thriving. 


	 I think we need to remember that parents who choose not to vaccinate were more than 
likely “pro vaccine” at the start of parenthood and either experienced injury or death, or know 
someone who did. I personally have friends whose children nearly died or became chronically 
ill after their routine “well child checks”. Mothers that are questioning why their kids are 
ALWAYS sick. Ear infections, fevers, eczema, seizures, body inflammations and food allergies. 
The list goes on forever it seems. If these injuries were coincidence or not possible, then why 
has our government paid out over 4 BILLION dollars for vaccine injury and death? And HHS 
estimates less that 1% of adverse events are reported because we are told they are “normal” 
or a coincidence. Where there is any risk, there MUST be choice. Mandating a medical 
procedure on any scale is unethical. And frankly resembles Nazi Germany in my opinion. 


	 HHS has failed its congressional directive to study vaccine safety for over 30 years. 
Mandating liability free vaccines (since the makers cannot be sued) that have not been properly 
safety tested is in direct opposition to the first tenet of the Nuremberg code: the voluntary 
consent of the human subject is absolutely essential. Did you know that there has NEVER been 
a study comparing children who are vaccinated, versus children who are completely 
unvaccinated? They compare apples to apples (one vaccine to another) and see similar results 
and declare it safe and normal. That is unethical to the highest degree. Did you know that 
United States Vital Statistics show the mortality rate of these diseases being reduced to nearly 
ZERO BEFORE the vaccines were introduced to the public? Thank goodness for better 
hygiene, sanitation, and diet. 	 


	 Another major factor here is the impedance on religious freedom. Many of the 
ingredients in vaccines contradict Islam, Christianity, Judaism and many other religions. The 
use of pork animal bi-product, aborted fetal cells (listed on the CDC ingredients list), and toxic 
ingredients directly contradicts many faith practicing individuals. I thought we lived in the land 
of the free? 


	 Please consider the consequences of mandating medical procedures on children, and 
the slippery slope it becomes to mandating adults, and taking away on more bodily freedom 
after another. There will be a mass exodus to FREE states and an uprising of angry and 
concerned parents. 


Thank you for your time, 


-A Very Concerned Mother and Father


